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Riots in Northern Ireland continue (144)
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A car was burned during protests is seen after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A protester is seen as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A car was burned during protests is seen after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Pieces of a damaged building after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A protester is seen as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A car was burned during protests is seen after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Protesters are seen near a fire as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Pieces of a damaged building after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A car was burned during protests is seen after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A car was burned during protests is seen after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: A car was burned during protests is seen after rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ???The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ???Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Flames and smoke rise from car set a fire during protests as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND - APRIL 09: Police take security measures and deployed water cannons as rioters hurled petrol bombs, fireworks and stones at police amid unrest since Wednesday, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on April 09, 2021. ?????The unrest started when some Sinn Fein members attended a crowded funeral on top of tensions caused by Brexit border arrangements, which brought checks on goods shipped between Northern Ireland and the rest of the UK. ?????Both loyalist and nationalist areas were involved in riots in west Belfast. Hasan Esen / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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